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ABSTRACT 

This study focuses on the relative performance of three Value-at-Risk (VaR) estimation 

methodologies. The daily stock market index returns of twelve different emerging markets are 

used for the empirical analysis. In addition to the well-known methodologies, such as the 

historical simulation and GARCH-based ones, the extreme value theory (EVT) is also used to 

estimate the daily VaR. In this paper, we focus on EVT because it studies the non-linear 

estimation of the tails and we expect to find many extreme events when analysing the return 

distributions in these twelve emerging markets. We focus on the negative extreme events rather 

than on the positive ones. The daily VaR is forecasted at three different quantile levels: 90%, 

97.5%, 99.9%; and competing methodologies are back-tested accordingly. The results indicate 

that the historical simulation and GARCH-based methodologies work better at lower quantile 

levels than they do at higher quantile levels, while VaR estimated using EVT is more accurate at 

higher quantiles. EVT provides better information about extreme events, especially when 

financial distress occurs in these economies. 

Key words: Emerging markets; Value-at-Risk; Historical simulation; GARCH; Extreme 
Value Theory. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

An emerging market economy is defined as an economy with a low-to-middle per capita 

income1. These countries constitute approximately 80% of the global population and represent 

nearly 20% of the world's economies. Emerging market economies (EMEs) are generally 

characterized as transitional, which means that they are in the process of moving from a closed 

market economy to an open market economy. An EME is also most likely receiving aid and 

guidance from large countries or world organizations, such as the World Bank and the 

International Monetary Fund. 

One key characteristic of an EME is its increase in both local and foreign investment 

(portfolio and direct). A growth in the domestic investment in a country often indicates that the 

country has been able to build confidence within the local economy. Moreover, foreign 

investment is a signal that the world has begun to take notice of the emerging market. When 

international capital flows are directed toward an EME, the injection of foreign currency into the 

local economy adds volume to the country's stock market and long-term investment to the 

infrastructure. However, at the same time the economy starts to thrive, and the profit 

opportunities appear, the risk also starts to increase. 

In the late 1990s, most of the twelve countries of the study experienced financial distress, 

and these emerging markets suffered billions of losses as a result of poor management of 

financial risks. Extreme events happened more frequently in emerging markets. VaR predicts the 

maximum expected loss over a period horizon with a certain quantile level. VaR was developed 

when financial disasters occurred in the 1990s and it played an increasingly important role in 

' Term coined in 198 1 by Antoine W. van Agtmael, International Finance Corporation, World Bank. 

1 



market risk management since then. Therefore, a precise estimate of VaR is a critical point in risk 

management. The sources of risk are very diverse and difficult to track using any methodology. 

In this study, we aim at analysing the efficiency of three different methodologies to calculate and 

predict VaR: the historical simulation methodology, GARCH-based methodology, and EVT. 

The methodology comparison results generated from the back-testing show that the first 

two well-known methodologies give their best estimates of VaR at 90% quantile level. However, 

at a higher percent quantile level (97.5% and 99.9%), EVT works better on estimating VaR. 

One of the first works that analyzed the problem of modelling VaR in emerging markets 

was done by Parrondo (1997). In this paper, he recognizes that emerging markets present a high 

instability which considerably decreases the efficiency of the usual statistical methods, and 

highlights the importance of developing a model which accounts for temporal correlation and 

discontinuities in a time series- Garch (1,l) process with Poisson-type jumps to characterize the 

jumps or discontinuities of the temporal behaviour of macroeconomic factors.' 

A number of authors recognized the problems of VaR assumptions. Blanco and Dowd 

(2002) pointed out that traditional VaR methodologies tend to ignore extreme events and focus on 

risk measures that accommodate the whole empirical distribution of returns. An extensive 

literature has found problems when estimating VaR and capturing the risk of low-probability 

events assuming normality distributions of returns. It is in this scenario that EVT has brought 

more attention among researchers, and especially among practitioners. The basis of EVT is the 

extreme value theorem, a family of the central limit theorem, and this theorem tells us what the 

distribution of extreme values look like in the limit. 

Genqay and Selcuk (2004) present some empirical results of VaR for nine emerging 

markets using EVT. They found that EVT-based VaR estimates are more accurate at higher 

Garch stands for Generalized Autorregresive Conditional Heteroscedasticity model. 



quantiles, and that the daily return distributions have different moment properties at their right 

and left tails. 

This study analyzes the risk associated with fat-tailed distributions when facing problems 

of not having a large data sample- the smaller the sample, the smaller the probability of finding 

extreme-events. Gen~ay and Selcuk (2004) based their study on different size-sample data for 

each one of the nine emerging countries trying to get the largest data as possible (as large as 27 

years of daily data), and they proved that EVT-based VaR estimates work better than other 

models at higher quantiles. The empirical analysis presented in this study is based on a 

homogeneous size-sample (2411 observations = 9.6 years) of a larger number of countries 

(twelve). 

The rest of the study is organized as follows. Section 2 describes each one of the 

methodologies used to calculate VaR, and the methods used to test the efficiency of each one 

when estimating VaR. Section 3 describes the data used in the empirical study. In Section 4, the 

results are presented for each one of the models,, followed by a comparison of the three 

methodologies and an analysis of the results. Section 5 presents conclusions and 

recommendations. 



2 VAR METHODOLOGY 

VaR is one of the most important measures of risk used today for financial risk 

management. VaR is defined as the maximum expected loss over a given time horizon at a given 

quantile level ( q ) .  In mathematic terms, if 4 is the price of a financial asset on day t , a k -day 

VaR of a long position on day t is defined by: 

P[P,-, - 4 4 Var(t, k,l - q)] = q . 

There are two fundamental approaches for estimating VaR: parametric approach and non- 

parametric approach. We choose the historical simulation methodology among the non- 

parametric ones, because many large financial institutions compute VaR of their trading 

portfolios using the historical simulation methodology.3 One of the reasons why this methodology 

has been so popular among practitioners is its accuracy, because it works well when a portfolio 

has substantial nonlinear components. However, the drawback of the historical simulation 

methodology is that it starts to react after a big movement. Among the parametric methodologies, 

the GARCH-based one is selected, because it provides a parsimonious model with few 

parameters, which usually fit economic time series very well. This methodology has become a 

prominent tool when analysing financial time-series, especially for the fact that this method 

address' the volatility clustering problem. Moreover, it is also related to chaos theory, because the 

nonlinearities behind chaos theory can be traced to the time variation in variances. Therefore, 

GARCH-based methodology explains some chaotic behaviour of financial markets. 

As mentioned in Pritsker, 2001 



Due to the nature of the data under analysis (fat-tailed distributions), the Peaks Over the 

Threshold (POT) method is selected within EVT to estimate VaR of these emerging markets. 

2.1 Historical Simulation 

The historical simulation methodology assumes that the market risk factors in history will 

reflect changes of those in the future. It uses the actual quantile level as a VaR measure. 

One advantage of the historical simulation methodology is that it does not make the 

assumption about the risk factors that will affect the portfolio's value, and in some sense, it is 

nonparametric. There is a key advantage since the empirical distribution of daily returns used in 

this study is fat-tailed, asymmetric and not normally distributed. In particular, the historical 

simulation methodology works well when the skew is not zero, and when the kurtosis is different 

from three. Hence, it does not require the estimation of volatilities and correlations, since 

historical volatilities and correlations have already been included in the data set. 

Another advantage of the historical simulation methodology is that the historical 

simulation methodology is also very easy to implement. When it computes the empirical 

cumulative distribution function of the portfolio's value, the historical simulation methodology 

assigns equal weights, 1/N to each of the daily returns. This is equivalent to assuming that the 

daily return is identically independently distributed (i.i.d.) through time. This assumption is 

unrealistic; the volatility of the return is not constant over time. The volatility is time-varying, and 

may appear as a cluster over a specific period of time. Therefore, the assumption of i.i.d. tends to 

bias the VaR estimates. 

Finally, another drawback of the historical simulation methodology is that it completely 

relies on the historical data to estimate the future value. Here, the Historical data is assumed to be 



representative of future events. If we just rely on the historical data, we may oversee some 

potential downturns of the market. 

2.2 GARCH-based VaR 

One of the drawbacks of the historical simulation methodology is that it responses too 

late to a big movement after it occurs. We select GARCH-based methodology, because it 

addresses this drawback. Volatility feedback is very significant in economic and financial terms, 

since it explains the negative relationship between the stock return and the risk involved. 

Considering that we analyse the stock return indexes, and that modelling time Variation in risk is 

paramount for the measurement of VaR, GARCH-based methodology should not only address the 

drawback of the historical simulation methodology, but also provide valuable information about 

the forthcoming risk. Many authors have pointed out that for most financial assets; volatility 

Varies in a predictable way. This Variation can be modelled by using time-series models such as 

GARCH. 

We define the one-day logarithmic return of the stock index on day t as 

X, = log(It) - log(I,-,), where I, is the value of the stock index today, and I,-, is the value of 

the stock index yesterday. 

E, follows a distribution with zero mean and 0: variance, conditional on any past information 

relevant (Q,..., ). Thus, 0; is known as the conditional variance. 



On the other hand, the unconditional variance of E, is constant.4 The conditional 

volatility is an ARMA (1, 1) process which accounts for heteroscedasticity, i.e., and the fact that 

volatility is not constant implies that it varies in time yielding to periods with large volatilities and 

periods with small volatilities. 

The GARCH-based methodology is non-linear; therefore, the parameters have to be 

estimated by maximizing the likelihood function, which involves a numerical optimisation. Also, 

the assumption that the residuals in this process are normally distributed and independent is not 

necessary. The parametric approach assumes that the market returns are normally distributed, but 

the evidence suggest that the returns are not normally distributed. Therefore, the maximum 

likelihood estimation of the GARCH-based methodology improve the traditional parametric 

approach. 

In addition, the distribution of real time series of financial returns has an obvious feature 

of fat tails, and the distribution is asymmetric. The drawback of assuming normality also includes 

the fact that the distribution focuses on the global density function of the return distribution; 

while it does not. As a result, the normal distribution neither ensure to fit the actual distribution, 

nor give a precise estimate of VaR. VaR estimation is based on the recognition that future 

changes of the market rates or portfolio values depend on historical data, and there is no need to 

assume the specific distribution of the return. Moreover, VaR estimation has a large requirement 

of historical data and may be biased when extreme events occur. 



2.3 Extreme Value Theory (EVT) 

EVT deals mainly with the extreme events, which deviates from the mean of probability 

distribution. The general theory is to assess the type of probability distributions generated by the 

process. This theory offers a framework of studying the behaviour of the tail distribution and 

describes more clearly about the extreme event. Besides this, EVT also studies the estimated 

quantile risk measure of financial time series. Therefore, EVT is also considered as a risk 

management tool. 

Figure 2.1 Extreme Value - VaR Vs. Normal VaR 

on Normal 
distribution 

In this study, we introduce EVT by modelling the number of exceedances at a particular 

level of threshold. The analysis is based on twelve countries and assumes that we do not know the 

distribution of the returns; however, we can know what the tail distribution looks like by applying 

EVT. The general idea behind this is that we study the family of the extreme events of the return 



distribution. The family can be represented in a single parameterisation known as the Generalized 

Extreme Value (GEV) distribution. Subject to certain conditions, the distribution of the extreme 

event will be converged asymptotically to a Frechet distribution: 

Here, p is the mean of the sample data, is the standard deviation of the sample data. 

The parameter that we are interested in is 6 ,  the tail index, which indicates how heavy the tail of 

the sample return distribution is. The higher the tail index, the heavier the tail. 

2.3.1 The Distribution of the Exceedances (GPD) 

The conditional excess distribution function F, ( y )  is defined as follow: 

Here, x is a random Variable; u  is the value of given threshold. The value of the 

exceedances is defined as y  = x  - u  . We verify that F, ( y )  can be written as: 

F  (u  + y )  - F  ( u )  F  ( x )  - F  ( u )  
F,(Y) = - - 

1-  F (u )  1 - F  (u )  

When the value of the threshold u  becomes sufficiently large, this excess function 

F, ( y )  can be approximated by the Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD): 

Since y  = x  - u  , GPD can also be expressed in terms of x  as follows: 



[V,C=I , i f 5 2 0  
with x E 

[v,v-a/{] ,  i f 5 ~ 0 '  

When ( >0, the distribution is an ordinary GDP; when 5 =0, the distribution function of 

exceedances will follow an exponential distribution. If v =0, and o =I, the distribution of 

exceedances is a standard GPD. Only the distribution with 5 >O fits the model of fat-tailed 

distribution. Therefore, in this study, we will focus on the parameters with ( >0. 

We isolate F(x) from Eq. (3) and get the formula as: 

By substituting F, (y) in Eq. (9) for Eq. (7) we get: 

For a given probability p: 

o n 
VaR = u +-((-p)-c -1). 

5 Nu 

By choosing a threshold value, we can estimate the parameters 5 and o ( [, ( 

the Maximum LikeIihood Estimation (MLE). 

For the sample y, = { y ,  ,..., y, ) the log-likelihood function will be like: 



2.3.2 Modelling the Fat Tails of the Stock Index 

There are three methods that are useful to choose a threshold value: Sample Mean Excess 

plot, QQ-plot, and Hill-plot. 

2.3.2.1 Sample mean excess plot: 

The sample mean excess function is defined as: (u, en (u)) , and 

Here "n - k + 1" is the number of exceptions exceeding a certain threshold ( u  ) level, 

and ''x; - u " is the excess value of each observation. Hence, en (u )  is the mean of these excess 

values. For GPD, this function is linear. Figure 2.2 depicts the sample Mean Excess Function 

(MEF) for the stock index returns of India. 



Figure 2.2 Mean excess plot 

Note: The Mean 

The empirical MEF is a positively sloped straight line above the given threshold value 

u =1.8%, and the graph indicates that the returns of the stock index follows a GPD with a positive 

parameter 5 .  Here, u will be determined within the range between 1.8% and 5%. Since the graph 

is roughly linear within this range. On the other hand, if MEF is a negatively sloped straight line, 

the distribution of the sample data will be short-tailed. 

2.3.2.2 QQ-plot (quantile- quantile) 

The actual quantiles are plotted against the exponential distribution quantiles to assess the 

tail of the distribution. If data comes from an exponential distribution, then the points of the graph 

would lie on a positively sloped straight line. If data comes from a fat-tailed distribution, the 

points will lie on a concaved line; if the data is from a thin-tailed distribution, the points will lie 

on a convex line. The scatter plot of India is shown in Figure 2.3 for illustration purposes. 



Figure 2.3 QQ-plot 

From Figure 2.3, we can conclude that the stock index returns come from a fat-tailed 

distribution, especially when u is set between 2% and 5%. 

2.3.2.3 Hill-plot: 

Hill (1975) proposed an estimator of 8 for cases in which 5 > 0. The tail index is 

plotted against the number of exceedances k . First, the data has to be ordered with respect to its 

value: x,,,,x,, ,..., x,,, , where x,,, > x,,, > ... > x,,, . The function is defined as: 



Figure 2.4 Hill-plot with 95 % confidence level. 

Notes: Shape parameter 5 is plotted against dflerent levels of threshold. 

Therefore, the threshold value u will be selected between 2 and 6 based on Figure 2.4, 

for the shape of parameter 5 is fairly stable within this range. 

By choosing a threshold value, we have a trade-off between bias and variance. If a low 

level of threshold is chosen, there will be more exceptions above this value, and the estimation 

will become more precise than VaR, which is estimated at a high level of threshold. However, the 

lower the threshold value, the more number of observations we will have. Those observations are 

located around the sample mean, the distribution centre. This is, in some sense, not consistent 

with the tail behaviour study of the distribution. This way, the estimation will be biased. The 

estimation of 5 is highly sensitive to the number of exceptions. Therefore, we try to use a 

combination of the three methods in order to determine the threshold level. 

This method allows us to study the probabilities of the extreme event and the extreme 

quantile without talking into account the assumption of the return distribution. EVT also allows 

for asymmetry of the daily return distribution. EVT allows for the distribution of the returns from 



different countries to have different shapes on their left and right tails. Different values of 5 

produce different information about the return features. 

2.4 Back-testing VaR methodologies 

In this study, we measure the relative performance of each methodology by comparing 

the actual failure rate with the expected failure rate. The actual failure rate is calculated as the 

number of exceedances divided by the total number of observations. The quantile level is the 

level at which we make a forecast of VaR. For example, if we choose to estimate VaR at a certain 

quantile level q, the lower return (I-q) will be the actual failure rate. Therefore, if the actual 

failure rate is higher than the expected failure rate, it means that the realized returns are higher 

than the predicted ones, and also implies that the forecasted VaR underestimates the return at a 

certain quantile level. In this study, a small actual failure rate is preferable at a given quantile 

level. However, small failure rate may not be desirable, for it is an indication of the 

underestimation of risks. From the perspective of the risk manager, small failure rate indicates 

excessive capital allocation; however, from the perspective of regulatory body, they only care 

about the excessive loss, which is indicated by the higher failure rate. In this study, our purpose is 

to meet the requirements of the regulatory body. Hence, the methodology works better if it gives 

a small actual failure rate. 

In this study, our preference is a methodology that underestimates the risk for the reason 

of meeting the requirements of a regulatory body. If all methodologies underestimate VaR, the 

one that gives the least underestimation of VaR is preferred. For example, we estimate VaR at 

90% quantile level, and the results estimated from the three methodologies above are ll%, 



1 1.1%, and 11.2%, then the model with 11% gives the closest failure rate to the expected failure 

rate.' 

The other back-testing method that we use is the Log-Likelihood Ratio test. As the 

Bernouli trials indicate, the number of exceptions x follows a binomial probability distribution: 

Here, the expected value of x is E(x)  = pT , and the Variance is V ( x )  = p(1- p)T . 

When T is large, we can use the central limit theorem and the binomial distribution will be 

approximated by the normal distribution. 

We use this binomial distribution to test whether the number of exceptions is acceptably 

small. For back-testing purposes, we face a trade-off between type 1 and type 2 errors. Type 1 

occurs when we reject a model, which is actually acceptable; type 2 error occurs when we accept 

a model that has to be rejected. If a cut-off number of exceptions is low, there will be a high 

probability of type 1 error. On the other hand, if the cut-off number is high, there will be a high 

probability of type 2 error. Our goal is to get the lowest type 2 error for a given type 1 error. 

Kupiec (1995) develops a confidence region of 95 percent for such a test. The regions are defined 

by the tail points of the Log-Likelihood Ratio: 

T - N  N  
LRU,=-21n[( l -p)  p ] + ~ ~ ~ { [ I - ( N / T ) ] ~ - ~ ( N / T ) ~ } .  (17) 

We list the actual failure rates from the historical simulation methodology, Garch-based methodology and 
EVT in Table 4.13. 



Here, T is the number of exceptions, N is the number of total observations, and p is 

the actual failure rate. The Log-Likelihood Ratio is distributed Chi-square with one degree of 

freedom. The null hypothesis is that p is the true probability, and we will reject the VaR model if 

LR,, > 3.84. Statistical decision theory shows that this test is the most powerful back-testing 

method among its class. In this study, we plug the actual failure rate of each country into the Log- 

Likelihood Ratio formula, and see whether we reject the VaR Methodology at the 95 percent 

confidence level . We use the same test for all three methodologies individually, and then count 

the number of "Not Reject" in order to accept the model at each of the three quantile levels: 90%, 

97.5% and 99.9%.6 

6 The comparison results are shown in Table 4.12. 



3 DATA DESCRIPTION 

When investigating which countries to consider in the analysis, three elements were taken 

into consideration: the size of the sample, the frequency of the data (daily), and the fact that it is 

considered as an emerging economy. The countries considered in the analysis comprise six of the 

ten biggest emerging economies: Argentina, India, Indonesia, Mexico, South Africa, and South 

Korea. The other six countries are: Chile, Peru, Ghana, Czech Republic, Singapore, Kenya. These 

twelve countries represent a sample of different regions: South America, Central America, Africa, 

Asia, and Europe. 

Table 3.1 Descriptive statistics of the daily returns. 



The data collected from these countries goes from October 15, 1996 to May 18, 2006.' 

From Figure 3.1, Ghana appears to have the most attractive combination of return and variance, 

followed by Mexico and India, while South Africa seems to have the worst return-variance ratio. 

Figure 3.1 Data Statistics & Quantiles 

Returns and Volatility o f t  he Sample 
Sample:2411 daiy cbservaticns 

Notes: The orange bars depict the average log daily returns of each country Stock Market Index. 

Chile, Kenya and Ghana are the countries with their 0.10 and 0.025 quantile returns 

above the -2% return-level. Kenya and Chile have their 0.001 quantile returns above the -4% 

return-level, while Ghana's exceed the -6% return-level barely. See Figure 3-2. 

South Africa, Argentina, and Korea are the countries that have experienced the most 

extreme negative events. All three countries have their 0.10 and 0.025 quantile returns below the 

' Graphs containing the Index evolution, the histograms, and statistics of the stock market index returns of 
each country is provided in the Appendix section. 



-2% return-level and 4% return-level, respectively. Also, their 0.001 quantile returns are below 

the -10% return-level. See Figure 3-2. 

Figure 3.2 Data Statistics & Quantiles (2) 

Actual Quantile (Negative Returns - Left tail) 

-20% -18% -16% -14% -12% -10% -8% -6% -4% -2% 0% 

Return 

Data Source: Aragones, Jose.R., Carlos Blanco, and Kevin Dowd. Learning curve extreme value VaR 
(p.3.) 



ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

VaR rests on modelled volatilities of risk factors. It offers little guidance in exploring 

abnormal events outside the realm of normal statistical probability. This limitation may be 

overcome by using stress testing as a complimentary tool. A stress test examines the implications 

when the abnormal unexpected worst-case scenario does materialize. 

4.1 Historical Simulation 

Based on the index returns that we get from twelve emerging markets, we calculate VaR 

on a rolling window which consists of 500 data points. Under the historical simulation 

methodology, there is no need to make assumptions of the return distribution of the daily index 

return. First, we choose three quantile levels at which VaR is calculated: 90%, 97.5%, and 99.9%. 

Second, we calculate the VaR by setting up an event window which consists of 500 data points. 

For the daily VaR on the 501st day, in this case, October 15, 1996, data points from 1st and 500th 

are used. Third, in order to calculate the 502nd VaR we just move the rolling window one day 

ahead by descending the 1st data point and adding the 501st data point. Then, we use the same 

way as above to calculate VaR. Following this way, we calculate daily VaR from day number 501 

(October 15, 1996) to day number 24 1 1 (May 18th, 2006). 

After calculating all of the daily VaRs for each country, we compare the actual failure 

rate with the expected failure rate. As mentioned above, it is preferred an smaller actual failure 

rate. The results from each country are shown in the Table 4.1. 



Table 4.1 Actual failure rates of different emerging markets calculated at different quantile levels 

I I 

Notes: Actual failure rate=T/N (T is the number of total observations; N is the number of exceedances). 
The actual failure rate of each county is calculated at three quantile levels: 90%, 97.5% and 99.9%. 
"Number of Good" means the number of countries in which the methodology gives a precise estimate of 
VaR. 

99.9% 
0.10% 

Quantile Level 
Expected Failure Rate 

h d i i  

From Table 4.1 the historical simulation methodology works better at a lower quantile 

level. At 90% quantile level, this methodology works for all of the countries. On the other hand, it 

Country 

90% 
10% 

9.158% 

does not work for any country at 99.9% quantile level. 

Actual Failure Rate 

97.5% 
2.W0 

Then we choose a certain quantile level at 99.9% and calculate daily VaR by changing 

Chile 8.791 % 1.936% 0.209% 

1.35% 
0 Number of Good 

the sample size from 500, to 750 and 1250 respectively. We compare the actual failure rate with 

0.314% 

the expected failure rate of each country, and then add them up the countries whose actual failure 

12 

rate is less than the expected failure at a certain sample size. The results are shown in Table 4.2. 

10 

Table 4.2 Actual failure rates of different emerging markets calculated at different sample sizes. 

Counhy Actual Faitwe Rate 
Sample Size 500 750 I 1250 
Chile 0.209% 0.000% 0.000% 



Notes: Actual failure rate=T/N T is the number of total observations; N is the number of exceedances. The 
actual failure rate of each country is calculated for a 99.9% quantile level at three sample size: 500, 750 
and 1250. The Expected Failure Rate is 0.10%. 

From Table 4.2 we can conclude that as the sample size increases, the historical 

simulation methodology gives a more precise of estimating VaR. 

A more powerful back-testing method is also used, the Log-Likelihood Ratio Test: 

Table 4.3 Log-Likelihood Ratio Test Result for Historical Simulation Methodology 

number of total observations; N is the number of exceedances; LR,, is the Log-Likelihood Ratio of the 
unconditional converge. LR, is calculated at three quantize levels: 90%, 97.5% and 99.9% . EVT is tested 
as "Reject"(R) or "Not RejectM(NR) within 95% conJidence interval for each of the twelve countries. IJ 
LR, is greater than the critical value 3.84, it is rejected. On the other hand, EVT can not be 
rejected. "Total NR " indicates the total number of countries where EVT is not rejected. 

From Table 4.3, we can conclude that the historical simulation methodology woks well at 

99.9% 
L&c Decision 

95% CL 

1.533 NR 

all three quantile levels, since it is rejected no more than three times. Also, the relative 

97.5% 
Decision 

0.815 NR 

Historical 
Simulation methodology 

Chile 

performance of the historical simulation methodology is better at a lower quantile level (90%) 

90% 
LRw Decision 

95% CL 

15.877\ NR 

than at a higher quantile level (99.9%). 



4.2 GARCH-based VaR 

Traditional parametric VaR methods tend to ignore extreme events; they assume that the 

observations fit a normal distribution, but as Figure 4.1 shows below, the actual quantiles are 

much higher in absolute values than the ones predicted by the normal distributions for almost all 

countries at each quantile level. Only for four countries of the twelve being analysed in the study, 

and at the lowest quantile level (90%), the expected negative return predicted by the normal 

distribution (-1.28%) is not underestimating the actual negative return. The number of countries 

goes down to three when estimating VaR at a 97.5% quantile level. At the highest quantile level 

(99.9%), the normal distribution underestimates the negative expected return up to a 15.9% 

difference of negative return. Therefore, it is clear that we need to increase the efficiency of 

parametric methodology when estimating VaR. 

Table 4.4 Values of the Excess over Normal Distribution Quantile 

Notes: Negative number of outliers over the expected number. The Quantile levels (Left Tail) of the Normal 
Distribution are: -1.28% (90%), -1.96% (97.5%), and -3.09% (99.9%). 



Figure 4.1 Excess of the Actual Quantile over the Normal Distribution Quantile 

Excess of the Actual Quantile over the Normal Distribution Quantile 
(Expected Negative Quantile) 

Return 

Note: "C.L. " = quantile level. 

Traditional parametric VaR methodologies use Eq. (1 8): 

Portfalio value * {z(l - q)  * o). 

Here, q is the level of confidence, and also the quantile level; z is the normal standard 

distribution. Hence, z(1- q)  = (1 - q) is the percentile of the normal standard distribution, and 

o is the standard deviation of the returns (volatility). Here, we assume a portfolio value of one 

monetary unit. 

The GARCH model is used to estimate the conditional volatility8 and improve the 

estimation of a .  The ultimate result should be a better estimation of the VaR, especially at the 

lowest quantile level. 



Table 4.5 shows the results by using GARCH-based methodology for each of the twelve 

stock index returns according to Eq. (3). 

Table 4.5 Results of GARCH-based methodology 

Mean Equation Variance Equation 
Country Coefficient Coefficient a b 

Notes: The numbers between parentheses are the t-stats of the parameter estimates. Persistence = a + b . 

The estimated coefficients of the variance equation of GARCH-based methodology using 

MLE are individually significant, and in almost all of the cases, the persistence parameters are 

close, but less than one - only South Africa and Singapore don't share this feature. The 

persistence parameter is the sum of a + b , and the higher it is, the higher the average daily 

variance will remain; on the other hand, the lower the persistence parameter is, the lower the 

conditional variance will decay after the shock moves it to a high level. At the same time, a 

persistence parameter, which is less than unity, indicates that the methodology is stationary. 



Assuming that the mean of the return distributions equals zero, and after calculating all 

daily VaRs for each country by means of the conditional volatility, we calculate the actual failure 

rate in order to assess the efficiency of the GARCH-based methodology. The actual failure rate is 

calculated after estimating VaR using the conditional Variance as o , and comparing this actual 

failure rate with the expected failure rate at each quantile level. 

Table 4.6 Results of GARCH model (2). 

Indonesia 
Kenya 0.01 6% 6.84% 0 2.82% U 0.75% U 
India 0.057% 7.22% 0 2.32% 0 0.33% U 
Number of "0" 12 6 0 
Notes: Actual Failure Rate : Outliers / Observations (VaR forecasted using the normal probability 
distribution and the Conditioned Volatility estimated by the Garch model). O=Overestimates the Expected 
Failure Rate. U=Underestimates the Expected Failure Rate. 

An actual failure rate higher than the expected one indicates that the methodology 

consistently underestimates the return at the tail. This happens because the realized returns are 

higher than those that the model predicted, resulting in a failure rate higher than the expected one. 

We recognize the fact that even though an actual failure rate is lower than the expected one, it 

could be "good" for regulatory purposes, it does not mean that is doing the best estimation 

possible. The best estimation is achieved when the actual failure rate equals the expected failure 

rate. However, since we are interested in the left tail of distributions (losses), corresponding to a 

long-position portfolio, an actual failure rate lower than the expected is "good" enough. 



The results in Table 4.6 show that the GARCH model works very good when estimating 

the VaR at the lowest confidence level (90%), works good in 50% of the countries at the 97.5% 

confidence level, and does not work at all when estimating daily VaR at the highest confidence 

level (99.9%). This shows that when trying to estimate extreme possible losses, GARCH-based 

methodology gives us mixed results at a 0.025 quantile level, and it fails to estimate losses at a 

0.001 quantile level. 

When using the Log-Likelihood Ratio Test to back-test this methodology, the results 

change drastically at the lower quantile levels. 

Table 4.7 Log-Likelihood Ratio Test Result for GARGH-based Methodology. 

number of total observations; N is the number of exceedances; LR,, is the Log-Likelihood Ratio of the 
unconditional converge. LR,, is calculated at three quantile levels: 90%, 97.5% and 99.9% GARCH-based 
methodology is tested as "Reject" (R)  or "Not Reject" (NR) within 95% confidence interval for each of the 
twelve countries. IfLR,, is greater than the critical value 3.84, it is rejected. On the other hand, GARCH- 
based methodology can not be rejected. "Total NR" indicates the total number of countries where 
GARCH-based methodology is not rejected. 

From Table 4.7, we can see that, at 90% quantile level, GARCH-based methodology 

works only for one country, Korea. However, it should be noted that the number of exceedances 

estimated by this methodology at this level of confidence is not larger than the expected, but too 

smaller; the method does not underestimate the risk, but overestimates it considerably. At 97.5% 



quantile level, GARCH-based methodology estimates VaR well for almost all of the countries, 

except Ghana. At 99.9% quantile level, GARCH-based methodology is rejected among all twelve 

countries. The result is a little bit different from what we get by looking at the actual failure rate, 

however, generally speaking, GARCH-based methodology works better at lower quantile level 

than at higher quantile level. 

4.3 Extreme Value Theory 

Table 4.8 lists the estimated parameters of the tail index and the scale parameter, 

elements necessary to calculate the VaR (Table 4.10). The estimated index values range between 

0.0386 (Argentina) and 0.3368 (South Africa). The negative stock return distribution in Czech 

Republic, Singapore, India, Indonesia have the first three moments but not have the fourth 

moment, since the estimated is around 0.25. 

Table 4.8 Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLE) of the parameters of the Generalized Pareto 
Distribution (GPD) 

Table 4.9 Threshold returns, corresponding empirical quantiles and number of exceedances 

Argentina -0.0300 0.0668 
Mexico -0.0250 0.0427 
South Africa -0.0600 0.0303 
Ghana -0.01 00 0.0294 



I Country 1 Threshold Quantile Exceedances 

Table 4.10 Daily VAR Estimations 

Table 4.11 Log-Likelihood Ratio Test Result for EVT. 

number of total observations; N is the number of exceedances; LR, is the Log-Likelihood Ratio of the 
unconditional converge. LR,, is calculated at three quantile levels: 90% 97.5% and 99.9%. EVT is tested 
as "Reject" (R) or "Not Reject" (NR) within 95% confidence interval for each of the twelve countries. If 
LR, is greater than the critical value 3.84, it is rejected; otherwise, EVTcan not be rejected. 

Table 4.1 1 shows that EVT can not be rejected by Log-Likelihood Ratio Test in all 

countries at 99.9% quantile and 97.5% quantile levels. However, it is not rejected only in five 



countries at 90% quantile level. Therefore, we can conclude from this table that EVT is a 

methodology, which focuses on the tail behaviour of the return distribution. 

4.4 Methodologies Comparison 

When comparing the three methodologies together at the three quantile levels (90%, 

97.5%, 99%),'we follow the same approach that we used for each one of them to analyse the 

quality of the estimation: the actual-failure rate and the Log-Likelihood Ratio Test. Using the 

former back-testing method, we only consider those that produce an under-estimate of the risk 

according to the prediction of VaR. We rank the actual failure rates at three quantile levels for 

each country, and then choose the one that gives the closest rate to the expected failure rate. For 

instance, at 99.9% quantile level for Chile, the actual failure rates we get respectively from EVT, 

GARCH-based model and historical simulation are 0.17%, 0.29%, 0.21%. EVT is selected as the 

best model among the three methodologies, since it generates an actual failure rate that is closest 

to the expected failure rate. Following this rule, we compare the results from three models for 

each country at the three quantile levels. The model comparison results are shown in table 4.13. 

This table shows that, we can conclude that the historical simulation and GARCH-based 

methodology work for nine countries at 90% quantile level. They can give a more precise 

estimate of VaR at lower quantile level than at higher quantile level. As the quantile level 

increases, especially when it reaches 99.9%, VaR estimate from EVT dominates any other two 

methodologies; it works for ten of the twelve countries. This result indicates EVT focus on the 

tail behaviour of the stock return distribution and provides more information about the extreme 

events in emerging markets. 
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When using the Log-Likelihood Ratio Test back-testing method, at the 90% quantile 

level, EVT is not rejected in five countries, number which is less than the historical simulation 

and GARCH-based methodologies. EVT estimates VaR well for all twelve countries at 97.5% 

and 99.9% quantile levels, which is much better than the other two methodologies. From Table 

4.13, the historical simulation methodology is not rejected in ten and eleven countries at 90% and 

97.5% quantile level, respectively. GARCH-based methodology works in one country at 90% 

quantile level, and in ten countries at 97.5% quantile level. 

Table 4.13 Log-Likelihood Ratio Test Result for comparison of three methodologies. 

total observations; N is the number of exceedances. The methodologies were tested based on the Log- 
Likelihood Ratio of the unconditional converge (LR,J for each Confidence Level. The Methodology is 
either "Rejected" ( R )  or "Not Rejected" (NR) within 95% confidence interval for each of the twelve 
countries. "Total NR" indicates the total number of countries in which the respective Methodology was not 
rejected. 



5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this study, we investigate the relative performance of three methodologies of 

estimating VaR by using the daily stock market returns in twelve emerging markets. The 

empirical results show that the historical simulation and GARCH-based VaR methodologies work 

well in estimating VaR at 90% quantile level. However, as the quantile level increases, especially 

when the quantile level is 99.9%, the methodology comparison of two back-testing methods 

indicate that EVT dominates the other two in terms of VaR estimation. On the other hand, EVT, 

which captures more features of the return distribution, predicts a more precise VaR for more 

countries at 99.9% quantile level than at 90% quantile level. We conclude that EVT provides 

more information about the extreme events than other traditional methodologies. 

However, since the emerging market economies are different from developed countries in 

its economic dynamic structure, these economies are more sensitive to regime switches on short 

periods of time, especially when a financial crisis occurs, according to this study. This fact 

implies that any modelling exercise in emerging markets should take into account the changes of 

the environment. 

Another thing that we should pay attention to is that we have a trade-off between 

variance and bias when choosing the threshold value. The higher the threshold value, the smaller 

the remaining number of exceedances to estimate VaR. On the other hand, the result of estimating 

VaR may be biased if more exceedances are left to estimate VaR. This also means that more data 

points around the mean of the distribution are chosen. We use a combination of three methods: 

Mean Excess Function, Hill-plot, and QQ-plot to estimate the threshold value. More attention 



should be put on the methodologies, and the choice of the threshold when estimating an optimal 

VaR. This is a topic that demands more investigation and study. 



APPENDICES 





Appendix B 

Graph 2 Histograms and statistics of Daily Index Returns 

Sample 2 2412 
Observations 241 1 

0.000432 
Median 0.000123 
Maximum 0.161165 
Minimum -0.147649 
Std. Dev. 0.023064 
Skevmess -0.1 30740 
Kurtosis 8.384668 

JarqueBera 2919.623 
Probability 0 000000 

Series: R-PERU 
Sample 2 2412 
Observations 241 1 I 
Mean 0.000643 
Median 0.000270 
Man'mum 0.094920 
Minimum -0.068835 
Std. Dev. 0.010914 
Skewness -0,133270 
Kurtosis 10.02078 

Sample 2 241 2 
Observations 241 1 

Mean -0.000289 
Median 0.000030 
Mdmum 0.369634 
Minimum -0.267748 
Std. DBV. 0.033252 
Skewness 0.382395 
Kurtcsrs 16.25106 

Sample 2 2412 
Obsewations 241 1 

0.000424 
Median 0.000000 
Maximum 0.150788 I Mean 
Minimum -0.148764 
Std. Dev. 0.013153 
Skewness 0.053539 
KUltWlS 24.43718 

Jarque-Bera 46167.04 I Probabiiitv 0.000000 I 

Series: R-CHILE 
Sample 2 2412 
Observations 241 1 

Mean 0.000250 
Median 0.000000 
Maximum 0.044666 
Minimum -0.037735 
Std. Dev. 0.006632 
Skewness 0.063879 
Kurtcsis 7.080461 

1 JarqueBera 1674.287 1 
Probabilitv 0.000000 

Mean 0.000753 
Median 0.000937 
Maximum 0.121536 
Minimum -0.143139 
Std. Dev. 0.015900 
Skewness -0.062245 
Kurtosis 10.54249 

JarqueBera 5716.540 

Series: R-GHANA 
Sample 2 2412 
Observations 241 1 

Mean 0.001053 
Median 0.000000 
Maximum 0.121854 
Minimum -0.092266 
Std. Dw. 0.008723 
Skewness 2.726817 
Kurtosis 60.21700 

JarqueBera 3318669 1 
Probabl~ty 0.000000 

Sample 2 2412 
Observations 241 1 

Mean 0.000106 
Median 0.000000 
Maximum 0.184280 
Minimum -0.129821 
Std. Dev. 0.015696 
Skewness 0.589650 
Kurtosis 18.34601 



Appendix C 

Series: R-KOREA 
Sample 2 2412 
Observations 241 1 

0 000200 
Median 0.000190 
Maximum 0.100238 
Mmmum -0.142533 
Std Dw. 0.021832 
Skewness -0.141 933 
Kurtosis 6.254179 

JarqueBera 1071.91 6 

Sample2 2412 
Observations 241 1 

Sample 2 2412 
Obsewat~ms 241 1 

Mean 0.000569 
Median 0.000351 
Mmmum 0.085915 
Mln~murn -0 161 347 
Std. Dev. 0.016216 
Skermess -0 717246 
K u n m  10.90324 

600 

I 500 Sample 2 2412 
Observations 241 1 

Mean 0 000372 
Median 0 000000 
Mamum 0 131 277 
Minlmum -0.154107 
Std. Dw. 0.0181 I4 
Skewness -0.131031 
Kurtc61s 12.55266 

Mean 0.000160 
Medlan 0.000000 
Mmmum 0.046477 
Mln~mum 4.049495 
Std Dev. 0.007329 
Skermess 0.305997 
Kurtosis 9 972742 

r Returns and GARCH confidence bands - CHILE 

Graph 3 ARCH-based VaR estimate Confidence Bands 
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Notes: In the graphs above, GARCH forecast of volatility indicates that volatility decreases progressively 
over time, not in an abrupt fashion.. 
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